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Community Environment: Telsa STEM High School is a Choice School open to all students in the Lake Washington
School District. It was built in response to simultaneous needs to increase capacity and to create a more academically
innovative, technology-focused learning environment. Since many families in the District have ties to technology and
aerospace industry, a STEM - focused high school was a natural fit to capitalize on existing community resources.

Community Environment:
Curriculum is based on a Problem
Based Learning (PBL) model in
which students engage in hands-on,
inquiry-based projects with guidance
from community-based mentors,
such as Microsoft, Boeing, and
University of Washington. Meeting
spaces are integrated into public
areas to foster adult-student
relationships and encourage an
open culture of collaboration.

Community Environment: A central design goal was to make learning visible – everywhere, at all times. Enlarged
stair landings offer impromptu practice space for presentations while strategic perimeter furnishings support both study
and socialization. Not only are the products of learning made visible with custom display casework and full height
interior glazing, the process of learning is celebrated throughout the school.

Community Environment: The Presentation Hall is strategically located in the heart of the school to support a wide
range of school and community activities. Lectures, demonstrations, meetings and other special events are held here
both during and after school hours. The room can be rapidly reconfigured to support a variety of seating options while
the adjacent outdoor learning plaza hosts dynamic fabrication and prototyping demonstrations.

Learning Environment: No space left unused! Students are immersed in an integrated STEM curriculum focused on
developing multiple skills; including conducting authentic research, developing scientific investigations, and engaging in
hands-on project work. Edges of circulation paths and corners of public spaces form niches to support informal, small
group areas where students can work throughout the day. Resources, such as tools, materials and technology, are
distributed so fabrication and prototyping can occur anywhere.

Learning Environment: Large-volume
public spaces are flexible, adaptable
and multi-functional. The idea of a
centralized Library and separate Dining
Commons has been eliminated in favor
of two Studio Commons. Information
resources typically housed in the Library
are now distributed and one-to-one
technology helps ensure all students
have equal digital access. Walls are
rich with writable surfaces and furniture
is modular and on wheels to support
rapid reconfiguration. Full height
glazing and overhead skylights flood
public areas with natural light and
create a warm, stimulating environment.

Learning Environment: Each of the
Studio Commons connect directly to an
exterior fabrication plaza located at the
front of the school. This prominent
location communicates the mission of
the school and establishes a climate of
active, creative, student-lead inquiry
that visitors feel from the moment they
arrive on campus. Deep overhangs
allow garage doors to be open in a wide
range of weather conditions so students
and mentors can work on larger, more
involved outdoor projects throughout the
year.

Learning Environment: The diverse program requirements of the Presentation Hall are realized through a number of
strategies: the use of flexible, telescoping seating supports a wide-range of capacities while the configuration in two
opposite banks encourages audience interaction and provides ample floor space for demonstrations. Oversize barn
doors can be modulated to provide enclosure or school-wide connection with additional viewing areas from the first and
second floor corridors.

Physical Environment: A prefabrication delivery model began as a response to accelerated schedule requirements.
However, the process resulted in many innovative design solutions, with a final building that broadened preconceptions
about modular construction.

Physical Environment: By site finishing the exterior envelope, the facade becomes an integrated, unified composition
while still expressing the underlying modular components. Metal siding on single-story volumes are offset with
cementitious panels of the module above. Multi-story volumes are finished with a continuous material treatment from
top to bottom as well as full height glazing and deep overhangs.
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Physical Environment: Learning Clusters, rather than individual classrooms, support dynamic learning by providing a
range of spatial scales depending on the specific activity. Each cluster is composed on two learning settings and
general studio. Enlarged interior corridors support breakout space for small group collaboration. Seamless connection
details on floors and ceilings provide a unified interior experience.
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Physical Environment: A sophisticated finish palette and furnishings were selected to professionalize the learning
environment and provide a learning continuum from high school to higher education and the workplace. These
materials communicate the mission of the school: University Ready. Industry Ready. Future Ready. Much like today’s
creative work spaces, hoteling stations are strategically located throughout the learning areas to further support student
collaboration with outside mentors.

Planning Process: The organization rigor required for a prefabricated design ensured that future expansion can be
accomplished with minimal impact to school operations. The linear arrangement of modules mirrored around
centralized public areas allows new learning clusters to be added on either end. Additionally, the integrity of the façade
composition and proportion will remain intact if expansion becomes necessary.
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Tesla STEM High School
Redmond
Washington
Lake Washington School District

Capacity(Students)
Site Size (acres)
Gross Area (sq. ft.)
Per Occupant (pupil)
gross/net please indicate

675
7.5 acres
66,000 sq. ft.
97 sq. ft.
Gross

Design and Build?
If yes, Total Cost
Includes

Yes
$24,679,483
Site development costs, building costs,
furnishing costs, technology costs, plus fees,
services, taxes, admin costs, etc.
$24,679,483

Total

January 2, 2013
9 – 12

